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Abstract 
 
A huge number of Web Services accessible on the Internet has made service discovery a challenging task. 
Efficient way to minimise the search space is by organising Web Services into similar clusters. This paper 
presents an efficient Web Service Discovery approach based on Density Based (DB) clustering algorithm. 
Word frequency-based similarity calculation method in word score calculation is proposed. Clusters are 
formed using k-means and redefined using DB algorithm. The results obtained from DB is high accurate 
clusters of WSDL. The performance of the proposed DB approach is evaluated by comparing the accuracy 
of the service discovery with the existing results and found that DB outperforms than the others.   

Keywords: Web based Services; XML; Clustering; Word frequency matrix; Service discovery. 

1. Introduction 
 
Web services are self-describing services designed by different vendors. They are software components that cater 
certain business functionalities can be used in various suitable applications dynamically. [9]. The components 
such as XML (eXtended Markup Language), SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), WSDL (Web Services 
Description Language), and UDDI(Universal Description and Discovery Integration) are highly preferred because 
they have more interoperability among various Web Services.XML describes the data in a meticulous way using 
custom defined tags for transmitting data and the information among various systems  [10]. Web Service 
Management System is a comprehensive framework for managing web service lifecycle which covers the 
development, deployment, publishing, discovery, composition, monitoring and optimizing access to web services. 
As web services are being extensively deployed for business applications, the reliability of the services provided 
becomes an important criterion to enable the usage of such services [2]. Internet users are increasing day by day, 
network requirement also increases to obtain good performance. Therefore, many online services demand a very 
large bandwidth and network performance [3, 4].   

WSDL specifies the services and the major components used to describe their services in terms of service 
types, messages, port-type, and binding. Service in WSDL is used to aggregate multiple port and functions 
[18].Service types are used in message exchanges to depict the data containers, messages are an abstruse 
representation of transmitted information, and port-type is used to define the functions in the webservice. Finally, 
binding is used to determine the communication protocol. SOAP is used to exchange the data among Web Services 
and it explains the systematic method of passing XML-encoded data [10]. UDDI lists the set of all feasible 
services, permits to define and register services in businesses [25]. 

Technology of Web Services is widely used in large number of recent applications like Stock trading, 
Supplying on Demand, Online reservation, On-line banking, Healthcare and Weather Forecasting [22]. The author 
[12] discussed a detailed survey about various methods, approaches and techniques used to cluster webservices 
and explore the efficient approaches among them in terms of service discovery. Web Services are becoming more 
and more eminent to perceive the user requirement. Large enterprises entrusted the webservices (WS) as a 
technique for software development in large scale [23]. A single web service contains various characters are 
secretive and are challenging to researchers [15]. Multiple Services are combined into a composite service, when 
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a desired requirement is not met by a single service. The increasing amount of Web Services has made the web 
developer to perform on service discovery, selection and recommendation. [24]. 

Exploring for efficient and effective Web Service discovery is one of the main challenges for researchers. 
Researchers are paying more attention on clustering the web services nowadays. Clustering is considered as the 
most important non-supervised learning technique that can regulate the similar Web Services in a cluster provide 
high matches with user’s request. Similar services are grouped using clustering techniques based on their functions 
in order to competently enhance the service discovery process by changing the search space. This approach affords 
better performance in terms of service discovery efficiency. A clustering algorithm called K-mean clustering 
deployed in the framework. The algorithm iterates these steps until all centre points remain unchanged. The 
capability of a web service search engine to fetch the closely related service would enhance by area defined 
clustering of web services [14]. 

From the above discussion it is identified that, the number of webservices are increasing rapidly. Most 
of the webservices are performing similar task. Due to the scalability, more similarity, and enormous requests, it 
is essential to discover and choose the best, available and efficient webservices speedily the most relevant 
webservice can improve the efficacy of the web applications.  In order to improve the efficacy, this paper used 
DB algorithm for clustering and adopting a highly suitable webservice according to the user request.In this paper, 
the entire work is based on DB clustering. Initially it is aimed to design and implement a novel framework for 
providing effective response to the user in terms of webservice discovery. This framework is particularly designed 
for supporting WS-consumers in their discovery of web services. The entire contribution of the paper is: 

 Framework for enhancing the discovery of webservices. 

 Word frequency-based similarity calculation method is used. 

 Clusters are formed using k-means and are redefined using the DB algorithm. 

2. Related Works 

To understand the various issues and challenges faced by the earlier approaches and methods. Also, to determine 
the research problem, this section carry out a detailed literature survey on various methods, techniques and 
approaches have been focused on web service discovery. Successful execution of applications depends on the 
selection of most suitable Web Services in the Internet because of the fast development of Service providers. 
Various methods for service discovery have been suggested by researchers to group the web services. Clustering 
is a competent approach to reforming discovery performance that can highly curtail the search space for service 
discovery. [1] proposed the methods for combining the functional and non-functional methods. Selecting and 
matching processes are used as key parts in Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) algorithm. It has the proficiency 
to handle extremely large and big dimensional datasets. Swarm based algorithm is used for clustering data and it 
is one of the biologically inspired algorithms. They used flocking of Birds approach in non-functional 
characteristics. There is no clear information about feature extraction and score calculation.  [5] proposed Cat 
Swarm Optimization (CSO) algorithm. The numbers of cats that are required for each iteration are initialized in 
Cat Swarm Optimization. Dimensions, velocities, fitness, flag are the parameters required for algorithm 
calculation. Algorithm proceeded till best clustering obtained and it was applied to Term Frequency-Inverse 
Document Frequency score.  

[8] used Description similarity Calculation method for clustering the services. Collaborative filtering 
algorithm is applied within a cluster that has a target service. Stem words are perceived from database by 
description of services. Description words are systematic before usage by assuming that they are semantically 
similar. Description similarity calculation of larger values gives more similar services. They proposed 
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm and nearest neighbour algorithm that cluster the services 
according to their description similarity. Neighbours selected for targeted services from Enhanced Rating 
Similarity. Neighbour for target service is considered by those services with greater enhanced rating similarity 
than threshold. Predicted Rating Computation benefits the users to find the relevant services in shorter time. 

[11] proposed Maximum Entropy classification algorithm to classify Web Services into functional 
similar group. Membrane SOA model is used by them for parsing WSDL documents. Lemmatization and 
stemming methods are used for comparison. Most uniform models are selected by maximum entropy that satisfy 
any given constraints. Feature measure is used as a constraint for model distribution. Calculation of parameters 
for maximum entropy classifier used Hill climbing algorithm. Word count is used as an attribute for Web Service 
classification. Random variations in data are misclassified as important patterns in maximum entropy. [17] stated 
that Similarity of Web Services is calculated and data is used to cluster Web Services. K-means clustering 
algorithm is used by authors. Web Services are categorized depends on the user’s request. Parsing, Tag removal, 
stemming, function word removal, content word recognition is used for vector construction. Cluster similar Web 
Services depending on the WSDL content, name of Web Service is calculated using K-means algorithm.  

[21] used Hybrid Web Service tag recommendation strategy that is employed by means of tag mining, 
tag co-occurrence. Features are obtained from a Web Service’s WSDL document and tags are applied to form a 
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cluster. Global similarity is the integration of feature-level similarities and tag-level similarities. Service clustering 
used global similarity. Metrics such as precision and recall are used to assess the performance. Scalability of data 
tagging in Web Service is an issue in this approach. [19] Categorization of services and service categories are 
proposed by authors for the implementation, using the clustering technology. Preprocessing, rough clustering and 
fine clustering are the steps involved in service categorization. Rough clustering is implemented using string 
matching mechanism. Bisect K-means algorithm is used for clustering and effectiveness of classification is 
validated using clustering method and similarity measures. Co-occurrence of different functions is not handled in 
this method. [13] have used WordNet based similarity calculation. Service description document is analyzed and 
obtain the functionalities of service clustering, and form the documentation for service clustering feature based 
on service input, output name and service comments. Suffix TRee based INcremental service clustering (STRING) 
method is used to processthe original clustering feature. Segmentation, Abbreviation expansion, remove stop 
words are the processing steps in STRING. Homographs are identified using WordNet. Service library contains 
all clustering features of services enact a suffix tree. Semantics of arrangement of words in service clustering 
feature scrutinize incremental suffix clustering. Clustering accuracy is provided by Semantic extension for 
clustering services. STRING was designed to calculate only similarity based on WordNet. 

Web Services are ranked in different clusters using Top-k query algorithm. Relationship between 
services and related types of objects such as requesters and providers are mined using heterogeneous network 
[28]. Service ranking prior probability model and posterior probability model are used to attain the ranking and 
clustering for Web Service network. Similarities are calculated between the services and cluster centroids using 
partitional clustering algorithm. Manual input of cluster number is an issue. Clustering and ranking is not efficient 
when service number is larger in this method [20]. [26]Web Service from different levels is illustrated by atomic 
service, abstract service and cluster service, and Web services are maintained in order using clustering-based 
service organization framework. Weighted hypergraph with web services are produced using Hypergraph-based 
service clustering method, and then hypergraph partitioning algorithm depend on the hierarchical service 
organization framework produced cluster of Web Services. 

 [27] Rendering prior knowledge, a novel Web service clustering method is used to strengthen the process 
of clustering in a semi-supervised way. Web services Mashuped together are greatly destined to form various 
groups of clusters and within the same cluster web services that are commented with similar tags are determined 
with an observation in the dataset of web services. Probabilistic topic model to extort the latent topic vectors from 
Web service description documents approach is used. Prior knowledge is used to perform clustering in K-means++ 
algorithm. Earlier work has primarily focused on clustering Web Services using syntactic similarity measures. In 
the proposed approach, word frequency is calculated for every WSDL document. Frequency matrix is formed 
with terms and WSDL documents with their frequency value. Density based clustering algorithm is used for 
clustering WSDL. 

Initially WSDL files are collected from various service registries using Internet. Collected WSDL is 
clustered into functional similar groups based on similarity between the WSDL documents. Each WSDL file 
represents corresponding Web Service which performs certain task and consists of certain functionality. WSDL 
consists of enormous amount of information generally in the form of tags and data like XML. Tags are removed, 
only functional terms are obtained in the parsing and the functional terms obtained from the WSDL parsing has 
to be refined into qualifying English words by applying NLP techniques such as Tokenization, Stemming, Stop 
word removal. Preprocessing is a technique that involves revamping raw data into a logical format such as refining 
WSDL elements. The process of breaking a sentence or line into words, symbols, phrases or other meaningful 
elements called tokens is known as Tokenization. The system will split GetAccountDetails to three separate 
words: get, account, and details, using capital letters as breaking point. Stemming is defined as reducing inflected 
words to their word stem. It is a root form usually a written word form. The word starting, started, starts are 
converted to start. There is no single common list of stop words used by all NLP tools and the system removes all 
the stop words from the WSDL terms. 
 
3. Density Based Clustering 
 
Service Provider, Service Consumer and a Service broker are the main constituents of Web Service architecture 
[8].Service Provider is the platform that hosts access to the services and publishes their service descriptions in a 
searchable registry known as service registry. Trigger an interaction with a service, queries the service registry 
for the type of service required or fetch the service description directly are the functions of Service requestor [17]. 
Determining the suitable Service for users is becoming considerably crucial with the rapid growth of the number 
of registered Services, [12] and service discovery has a vital role in web-based application. Web service clustering 
became an effective research topic recently and it is extensively applied in research and industry area [16]. Density 
based Clustering architecture is proposed to cluster Web Services and it is depicted in Fig.1. Clustering is the task 
of grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same cluster are more similar to each other than to 
those in other clusters [14]. 
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Fig. 1. Density based Clustering architecture 
 

3.1 Word frequency calculation 
 
Word frequency is calculated for each and every WSDL document and it is a sum of the number of occurrences 
of individual terms or qualifying tokens from previous step. Numerical count of every word is calculated for every 
WSDL document is shown in (1). 

 
 Word Frequency=∑ Number of the occurrence individual terms. (1) 

 
 Consider GetFinanceinterest is a term which is extracted from previous steps and this term is occurred 8 
times in document 1 and 10 times in document 2. Word frequency for this term is 8 and 10 respectively. After 
calculating word frequency for every document, frequency matrix is formed with terms and WSDL documents 
with their frequency value is shown in (2). 
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         The individual items in an m × n matrix A, often depicted by ai,j, where max i = m and max j = n, are called 
its  Word  frequency value . Row size m is resolved by number of files in the dataset and Column size nis 
determined by total number of words present in the document. Total number of documents is huge however word 
frequency calculation is achieved by using nested hash map. Nested hash map is hash map of another hash map. 
Generally, hash map is a collection of key value pair. Word and its count act as key value pair of hash map and 
another is document name and word hash map pair. By iterating over every document and its words, the key value 
pair is updated. Finally, the word frequency value from hash maps is transferred to Frequency matrix. 

 
3.2 Cluster Formation 
 
Objects related to each other are grouped to form a Cluster. From the calculation of word frequency matrix, it is 
taken as dataset for clustering. K-means clustering algorithm is used for clustering WSDL, and intents to partition 
n observations into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean, delivering 
as a model of the cluster. This results in a segregation of the data space into Voronoi cells. K-means with word 
frequency method had given the initial clusters. Initial clusters are given as Input for Density based clustering 
algorithm. 
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4. Implementation and Results 
 
The proposed system is evaluated in this section. The development platform was eclipse neon for windows and 
sublime editor. Additionally, WEKA java API and SOA Membrane parser is used. We have taken dataset as 
collection of WSDL documents, which consists of 1006 web services and in different categories. For evaluation 
of the clustering method 695 web services have been taken. Parsed WSDL content is analyzed using Apache 
UIMA package to transform contents to unigrams of terms. Word frequency method is applied to calculate the 
score and the clustering method is applied on the frequency score matrix to cluster the web services. Experimental 
setup of UDDI service repository is created to evaluate publish web service and discover web service using 
clustered WSDL document to prove the efficiency of word frequency method of clustering web services. UDDI 
setup is created with JUDDI v 3.0.2 and implemented in MYSQL using PHP. 

The effectiveness of the proposed web service clustering method is examined first. Then the performance 
of the proposed method is demonstrated by comparing the results to other relevant research studies. The 
experiment was performed with 60 initial WSDLs documents. The results are deliberated with standard mining 
values such as precision and recall and its values have been determined using (3) and (4). 

       𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛  (3) 

 

             𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙     (4) 

where ci connotes the cluster i, 
succ(ci) is the number of web services successfully located in the cluster ci 
mispl(ci) is the number of web services inappropriately clustered in ci 
missed(ci) represents the number of web services that should be clustered in ci but are misplaced in other clusters. 

The number of elements that are correctly retrieved out of all elements in a single cluster is called 
precision. For example, if the credit card cluster retrieved total of 10 WSDLs and out of which only 7 WSDLs are 
credit card-related services means the precision value would be 70%. Overall accuracy of retrieved elements is 
recall. For example, if there are total of 7 WSDLs related to the credit card services in the entire data set and those 
7 WSDLs are correctly retrieved in the single cluster regardless if any other additional services are also retrieved, 
then the recall value would be 100% because the framework was able to correctly retrieve all credit card WSDLs. 
50 initial WSDLs are collected from the five different categories; Credit card, Address validation, Currency 
exchange, Email verification and Weather services. 

The system holds default weight scale by putting 0.6 for web service name, 0.3 for the word similarity 
and 0.1 for the structure similarity. Those values were set to support the hypothesis of project stating that the 
similarity of word 19 representation including Web service name from WSDL is more worthwhile than the 
structural representation. 

 
4.1 K-means Algorithm with Word Frequency Method 
 
K-means with word frequency method had given the initial clusters. Initial clusters are given as Input for Density 
based clustering algorithm. The clustering result is shown in Table.1. Comparison of feature extraction time under 
different service numbers is carried out. This experiment is used to count the time of extracting feature towards 
the different service numbers as shown in Table.2. 

 
Cluster Precision% Recall% 

Currency exchange 98 98 

Weather 99 99 

Address validation   97 98 

Credit card services 98 100 

Bioinformatics 99 100 

 
Table 1. Clustering Results 

 

Service.No. 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 

Clustering time 32 61 98 115 156 170 210 240 274 321 

 
Table 2. Clustering Results with service numbers 
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The extracting time of feature model is varying for different service numbers. As the service number 
increases, the execution time also increased. The results obtained are shown in Fig.2. In addition, service clustering 
accuracy is more than 90%. It can cluster more services and this shows the efficiency of the proposed system. 
Clustering accuracy has been calculated with different number of services is shown in Fig.3.  

 
 

Fig. 2. Clustering Time 
 

 
 

  Fig. 3. Clustering Accuracy 

 
Proposed Word frequency-based clustering method has been compared with CSO method proposed in 

[9]. Evaluation results have been shown in Fig.4. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Word frequency based Clustering method vs. CSO Method 
 

From the Fig.4, it has been proved that proposed word frequency method is more efficient than CSO method. 
 
4.2 Density based Clustering 
 
Clusters are redefined using the Density Based algorithm. 80 initial WSDLs are gathered from five different 
categories such as Finance, Business, Travel, Education and Healthcare as shown in Table.3. 
 

Cluster Precision% Recall% 

Finance 95 96 

Business 97 100 

Travel 98 97 
Education 94 99 

Healthcare 93 100 
 
Table 3. Clustering Results 
 

4.2.1 Experimental Results 
 
Raw WSDL file has been taken as dataset. When the program is started to execute the WSDL file and it is read 
one by one and the information is parsed from the WSDL. Parsed WSDL file data is reserved as same file name 
in the raw data folder. The parsing results of WSDL file are depicted in Fig.5. 
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     Fig. 5. Parsing 

 
After parsing, the raw data is analyzed using apache UIMA and stored in the data folder then the word 

frequency had been calculated in the files from data folder in the score calculation part. Score calculation part had 
been run automatically after completing parsing and analyzing. Score calculation results are shown in Fig.6.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Score Calculation 
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After calculating the score, clustering part had been executed by taking number of clusters and seed as 
input. Cluster results are mapped to folders by matching it with corresponding file name. Fig.7. shows the 
clustering results. 
 

 

Fig.7. Clustering Results 

4.2.2 Comparison and Discussion 
 
Purity of cluster formation of Density based clustering with K-means algorithm by using different dataset and also 
in WSDL dataset is compared. Resultant Table.4 shows the efficiency of Density based Cluster when compared 
with K-means algorithm. Purity of density-based clustering algorithm is closer to K-means algorithm but in case 
of Web Service clustering the cluster formation in Density based Algorithm is better than the K-means when 
usage of Word frequency similarity calculation method and for larger data set. From results, Cluster formation of 
density-based algorithm is similar to K-means when dataset is smaller. When dataset is large density-based 
clustering forms better cluster, because density-based clustering algorithm works very well when cluster density 
become large. Cluster formation purity graph for K-means and density-based algorithm is shown in Fig.8. 
 

Dataset 
Name 

No. of. Documents Attributes Clusters 
K-Means 

Purity 
DB Clustering 

Diabetes 798 9 5 70 72 

Glass 214 10 6 54 58 

Iris 150 5 3 67 90 

Labour 57 17 3 78 80 

Soybean 683 36 4 79 83 

WSDL 695 6755 10 91 95 

 
Table 4. Purity of Cluster Formation for Different Datasets 
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Fig. 8. Performance Comparison in terms of Purity   
 
 

 

Fig. 9. Clustering Time 
 
 

Service. No. 50 100 150 200 250 300 400 600 700 800 

clustering time 15 61 78 98 125 145 210 264 298 315 

 
Table 5. Clustering Time 
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Service. No. 50 100 150 200 250 300 400 600 700 800 

clustering time 96 96 95 96 96 97 97 97 97 96 

 
Table 6. Clustering Accuracy 

4.2.3 More comparisons  
 
Comparison of feature extraction time under different service numbers is dragged out. Count time of extracting 
feature towards the different service numbers is experimented shown in Table.5. The extracting time of feature 
model is varied for different service numbers. As the service number increases, the execution time is also 
increased. Results are shown in Fig.9.In addition, service clustering accuracy is more than 90%.It can cluster more 
services and this shows the efficiency of the proposed system. Clustering accuracy had been calculated with 
different number of services is given in Table.6. 
 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 
This paper presents an efficient Web Service Discovery approach Density Based (DB) clustering algorithm. Word 
frequency-based similarity calculation method in word score calculation is proposed. Clusters are formed using 
k-means and are redefined using the DB algorithm. The results obtained from DB is high accurate clusters of 
WSDL. The performance of the proposed DB approach is evaluated by comparing the accuracy of the service 
discovery with the existing results and found that DB outperforms than the others.   

Determining the suitable Service for users is becoming considerably crucial along with rapid increase in 
the number of registered Services, the search involved in the space of a service discovery function is reduced 
using Clustering. Initially clusters are formed using k-means algorithm, and then the Density based clustering 
algorithm takes the clusters as input. Clusters are redefined using the Density Based algorithm, as the result more 
accurate clusters of WSDL have been formed. Comparing purity of cluster formation of Density based clustering 
with K-means algorithm by using different dataset and also in WSDL dataset. Cluster formation of density based 
algorithm is similar to K-means when dataset is smaller. When dataset is large density-based clustering forms 
better cluster, because density-based clustering algorithm works very well when cluster density become large. 
Experiments have been carried out and results were compared with existing methods and efficiency of proposed 
method has been proved.  

As a future work, methods would be implemented to reduce the execution time of feature extraction and 
also combining the semantic similarity with the word frequency method for more accurate clustering. 
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